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Letter from the Editors

Hey jewelry fans,

If you thought crochet patterns were just for scarves and afghans, think again. Crocheted jewelry is
taking the crafting world by storm! From beautiful bracelets and cuffs, to light and lacy necklaces and
earrings, there are crochet jewelry patterns out there for every fashion accessory. We’ve gathered 10
free patterns in this handy collection to get you started on making your own gorgeous crochet jewelry.
There are patterns for both beginners and veterans alike here, so everyone who downloads this project
book will find something they can make. Hey, why stitch up another scarf when you can make a
beautiful necklace, bracelet, or pair of earrings to wear out this weekend? These gorgeous jewelry
patterns are bringing traditional crochet techniques into the contemporary fashion world. So grab some
thread or yarn, and let’s get hook happy with some fabulous crochet jewelry patterns!
This eBook is a collection of crochet jewelry patterns from our favorite bloggers and jewelry designers all
together in one place for your crafting convenience!
You can find more tutorials, tips, and jewelry making ideas at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
Our eBooks, like all our jewelry making projects, are absolutely FREE to members of our jewelry making
community. Please feel free to share with family and friends and ask them to sign up at our Web site for
our free e-mail newsletter.

Happy creating!

The Editors of AllFreeJewelryMaking
www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Colorful Crocheted Bangles
By: Maya Kuzman from The Little Treasures

Instructions:
1.) Tie the thread around the bangle and leave a
short tail.

If you’re new to making crochet jewelry and are
looking for an easy beginner pattern to get your
feet wet, this is the perfect project for you. Use
a basic plastic bangle as your base and simply
crochet around it following these easy steps.
You’ll have an armful of colorful crocheted
bangles in no time!

2.) Tilt the bangle toward you, so that it will be
easier to insert the hook; yarn over and make a
single crochet around the bangle.

Materials:





yarn or thread of your choice
crochet hook
plastic bangle
sewing needle

Note: This pattern can be done with any yarn
size; it depends on the preference of the
crocheter. I prefer to use Fine (3.5-4.5mm
E–4 to 7), Light (4.5-5.5mm 7 to I–9) or Medium
(5.5-6.5 mm I–9 to K–10.5) because the work is
fast and the stitches solid. But, as I said, it
depends on the preference of the person
crocheting it.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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3.) There are two loops on the bangle; make a
single crochet through both of them for a more
secure beginning.

5.) To weave it, pass the needle through the last
loop and do the stitching back and forth a
couple of times under the crochet seam.

That's it. This is one single crochet completed.

This is the finished ring.
4.) Continue making single crochets all the way
around. When you come to the end, pull the
yarn firmly and then thread a needle and make
a knot.

Make some more and wear them proudly!

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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“Cute as a Button” Bracelet
By: Esther from Crafts by Starlight for Craftown
This darling little crocheted cuff is a simple
pattern that can be customized to any color
scheme. Be prepared to make a lot of these,
because all your friends are going to want one.
This bracelet really is cute as a button!

Instructions:
Ch 81 (85, 89) in color 1, ch 1 turn.
Row 1: In second ch from hook, *sc, hdc, dc,
hdc, repeat from * across row ending with a sc,
change to color 2, ch 2 turn.
Row 2: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, ch 2 turn.
Row 3: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, change to color 1, ch 1
turn.
Row 4: *sc, hdc, dc into dc st directly below in
previous color 1 row, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, ch 1 turn.
Row 5: *sc, hdc, dc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, change to color 2, ch 2
turn.

Materials:





one ball Valdani thread color #120
(Color 1)
one ball Valdani thread color #3 White
(Color 2)
one size 9/1.40mm crochet hook
one button

* 13 stitches = 1 inch
Chain = ch
Slip stitch = sl st
Single crochet = sc
Double crochet = dc
Half double crochet = hdc: yo, insert hook in st,
draw lp through, yo, draw through all 3 loops
(lps) on hook

Row 6: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, ch 2 turn.
Row 7: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, change to color 1, ch 1
turn.
Row 8: *sc, hdc, dc, into dc st directly below in
previous color 1 row, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, ch 1, turn corner and
work sc in each of edge sts, ch 1 turn, sc in each
of the next 3 sts, ch 5, sc in last 3 sts, turn
corner again to above previous row.
Row 9: Loosely sl st in each st across, turn
corner to finish off edge, cut color 2 thread with
a 3-inch tail, sc in each edge st working over the
loose thread ends to bind, fasten off. Weave in
last loose end and trim excess threads.

(Note: When changing colors, carry thread
alongside of work; do not cut ends of thread
until finished.)
Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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For wider bracelet:
Follow same directions until row 7.
Row 8: * sc, hdc, dc into dc st directly below in
previous color 1 row, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, ch 1 turn.
Row 9: *sc, hdc, dc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, change to color 2, ch 2
turn.
Row 10: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, change to color 1, ch 1
turn.
Row 11: *dc, hdc, sc, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a dc, change to color 2, ch 1
turn.
Row 12: *sc, hdc, dc into dc st directly below in
previous color 1 row, hdc, repeat from * across
row ending with a sc, ch 1, turn corner and
work sc in each of the edge sts, ch 1 turn, sc in
each of next 3 sts, ch 5, sc in each of last 3 sts,
turn corner again to above previous row.
Row 13: Loosely sl st in each st across, turn
corner to finish off edge, cut color 2 thread with
a 3-inch tail, sc in each edge st working over
loose thread ends to bind, fasten off. Weave in
last loose end and trim excess threads. Sew on
button and steam flat.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Scarlet Coiled Medallion Pendant

Instructions:

By: Stefanie from A Common Thread
This stunning yet simple medallion is a pattern
with a lot of pop. You’ll need to know the
bullion (or “roll”) crochet stitch to complete this
pretty pendant, so it may take some practice
before you get it down pat. Use the same
scarlet color for a vibrant end result, or use a
more neutral color for a subtler effect.

Bullion stitch instructions:
The actual bullion stitch is done by wrapping
your hook 5-10 times (start small for practice)
somewhat loosely, but very evenly. Insert into
your foundation stitch, wrap once, pull through
foundation st. Wrap once and pull through all of
your loops. Wrap once and pull through last
loop.

Round 1: Create loop (to knit in round) and dc
into loop 10 times
Round 2 - ch 3 st, then into each dc, do 2 bullion
10-loop stitches4.) Go down one bead and up
the next. Then brick stitch on the 8/0 red bead
in the very center of the four beads. Now you
have a cherry!
Tie off end and weave in ends. Attach to a chain
and you're done!

Materials:





size C needle
small thread
thin chain of your choice
two jump rings

Note: You can use any size hook and
yarn/thread that you like—the smaller, the
daintier!

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Sea Anemone Necklace

Instructions:

By: Maya Kuzman from The Little Treasures
1.) Start by chaining a total of 16 stitches.
This stunning, swirling necklace is a great way to
use up some old yarn scraps. Create curly
crochet tendrils that look like the tentacles of a
lovely sea creature swaying in the waves! This is
a necklace pattern unlike any you’ve ever seen.

2.) When you make them, single crochet for
about 13 stitches. The remaining 3 would be
used for attaching this part to the necklace.
Next, *Chain 16 and single crochet 15 of them,
leaving one stitch as a border between the
tentacles*. Repeat from* to * until you get the
desired number of tentacles (I made 8). This is
the lowest and widest part.

Materials:






any yarn scraps
crochet hook
a metal chain
two large jump rings
six small jump rings

Tip: When choosing the crochet thread/yarn for
your project, check the label because it contains
information about the kind of thread and
suggested hook size. For this project I used thin
100% mercerized and gassed cotton, and the
label suggested a 1.5-2 mm hook size. I used a
1.9 mm hook. Also, for this project I would
suggest you use thin yarn and a small hook so
the tentacles acquire a tight, neat, and compact
appearance.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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3.) When you come to the end, chain 3 (for the
attachment); cut yarn and weave ends.

5.) Attach the small jump rings to each side of
every row.

4.) Now you have to make the other two rows.
Look closely at the picture. I have made the
consecutive rows smaller. For example the
lowest (the one I made first) has 8 tentacles, the
middle has 7, and the one coming first has 5
tentacles. I would suggest you cut the number
of tentacles as you move higher so that the
cascading rows appear attractive. Also you can
use the pattern of making the tentacles as in
the first one (16 st) or you may decrease the
number in the next rows. I decreased them to
12 and 10 respectively. Remember to leave 3-4
stitches on both sides for attachment.

6.) Then put all three onto the bigger jump ring.

7.) Attach the bigger jump ring to the metal
chain, and there you go!

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Dainty Doily Earrings

Instructions:

By: Tia Davis for Craftown
Crochet two motifs.
Light, airy, and stitched in soft pastels, these
darling disc-like dangle earrings are made for
effortless warm weather wear! This pattern
turns traditional crochet techniques into the
summer’s most sizzling fashion trend. Make
these adorable earrings if you’re looking for a
quick and fun pattern to try.

Start with a Magic Ring.
Rnd 1: Ch 3 (counts as first dc), dc 11 in ring. (12
dc.)
Rnd 2: Ch 1, 2 sc in each sp around. (24 sc.)
Rnd 3: Ch 5, *skip 1 sp, 2 dc in next sp, ch 2,
repeat from * around to end until you reach
beginning ch. Dc in same space as beginning ch
5, sl st to 3rd ch to finish round. (52 st.)
Rnd 4: Ch 1, *2 sc in ch 2 space, sc 2, repeat
from * around to end. (52 sc.)
Finish; leave about 8-10 inch tail to use to
fasten motif to earwire.

Materials:





Aunt Lydia’s Classic Size 10 Thread –
any color
hook size 4 (2mm)
fish hook style earwires
needle

Using a needle and your tail, sew the motif to
one fish hook style earwire.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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How to Make Crocheted Beads

Instructions:

By: Maya Kuzman from The Little Treasures
Most of us have seen beaded crochet, but have
you ever seen crocheted beads? This tutorial
will teach you how to make adorable little
plushy crochet beads filled with stuffing! Use
them for bracelets, necklaces, or any other
crocheted creations you can think up.

Start by chaining three chains. Join with a slip
stitch with the last chain from hook to make a
ring.
Row 1: 6 sc in ring
Row 2: 2 sc in each stitch for 12 stitches
Row 3: 1 sc in one stitch, 2 sc in the next; repeat
until you get 18 st.
Rows 4-5: sc around for 18 st. (You may stuff it
here.)
Row 6: 1 sc, sc2tog for 18 st.
Row 7 (end): sc2tog until end
Tie the end, thread an embroidery needle, and
hide the tail inside the bead.

Materials:




yarn or thread of your choice (different
sizes result in different sized beads)
hook of your choice (smaller hook for
smaller thread; bigger hook for thicker
thread)
stuffing or wooden beads

Key:
stitch (st.)
single crochet (sc)
single crochet 2 together (sc2tog)

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Tips: For the blue bead I used a six-stranded
yarn and a 3mm hook. The red bead is made
from a thinner yarn and a 1.9mm hook. You can
see the difference in size. Hence, combining
different yarn and hook sizes results in beads of
different sizes.
Also, if you want to make big(ger) beads, just
repeat row 4 until you achieve the desired size.

As you can see, I used filling for my beads, but
you can use this pattern with wooden (plastic)
beads too, only you have to insert it earlier and
again employ the row 4 instructions.
I usually stuff the bead after row 6, but you may
find it difficult. Thus I thought it might be wise
to stuff it sooner. Try both to find out what
works best for you.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Pineapple Pendant Necklace
By: Kayla from Kayla K’s Thrifty Ways
This gorgeous pendant pattern is slightly more
intricate but will be no problem for the
experienced crocheter. Stitch this pretty,
feminine piece in the color of your choice onto
a delicate chain for a light and lacy look. This
pendant is bold and dainty all at once!

Instructions:
Row 1: Working into jewelry chain, (2 dc, ch 2, 2
dc), shell made, (ch 5, sc into chain) 2 times, ch
5, work shell into chain. Turn.
Row 2: (Sl st into 2 dc and ch-2 space. Ch 3. Dc,
ch 2, 2 dc into same sp.) Beginning shell made.
Ch 5. Sk ch-5 space. 13 trc in next ch-5 sp. Ch 5,
sk next ch-5 space. Work shell in ch-2 space.
Turn.
Row 3: Work beginning shell. Ch 5, sk next ch 5
space. Sc between next 2 trc. *Ch 3, sc between
next 2 trc* to last trc. Ch 5, sk next ch 5 space,
work shell over shell. Turn.
Row 4: Work beginning shell in shell. Ch 5. Sk
ch-5 space. Sc in ch-3 space. *Ch 3, sc in next
ch-3 space* across to last ch-3 space. Ch 5, sk
ch-5 space, work shell in shell.
Repeat Row 4 until only 1 ch-3 space remains.

Materials:
 variegated crochet cotton
 size 7 steel crochet hook
 thrifted jewelry chain
Gauge: Finished pendant measures 3 1/4″
across.

Next Row: Work beginning shell in shell. Ch 5.
Sk ch-5 space. Sc in ch-3 space. Ch 5, sk ch-5
space, work shell in shell.
Final Row: Work beginning shell in shell, work
shell in shell.
Tie off and weave in threads. Starch to your
liking.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Ruffled Bib Necklace
By: Stefanie from A Common Thread

Instructions:

This elegant and lacy bib necklace has a vintage
vibe but with a totally modern edge. Follow this
pattern to marry classic crochet techniques with
contemporary fashion trends. This lovely
layered necklace will add some sophisticated
feminine flair to any ensemble.

Chain 33 sts
Row 1: DC into third stitch from hook, DC across
row.
Row 2: C3, turn, DC into first st, *chain 3, DC into
next st, repeat from * across the row.
Row 3: C3, turn, DC into first st, then in loop created
from previous row (TC, C1, TC, TC, C1, TC), * C3 skip
1 loop, SC into next loop, C3, skip 1 loop, in next
loop (TC, C1, TC, TC, C1, TC). Continue from * to the
end of the row. DC into remaining st. Bind off.
Repeat for next layer only chaining 29 stitches for
the foundation row.
Repeat for next later only chaining 25 stitches for
the foundation row.

Materials:
 Peaches & Creme cotton solids
 size G hook
Note: You can pretty much use any yarn/hook
size to get whichever size you prefer.

Stitch all three together, staggering the placement
to get a layered effect. To do this, place the biggest
piece on bottom and attach the middle piece one
scallop above the top edges of the bottom piece.
Only stitch in two places (at the very tops of the
“horseshoes” or U's). Next, lay your smallest piece
on top of the middle piece, one scallop above the
top. Stitch the same way as before. Finally, attach to
a chain. You’re done!
Note: This pattern can be easily modified if you're
using bigger or smaller yarn. To make longer or
shorter pieces, just increase or decrease your initial
chains in increments of 4.

C= chain
SC= single crochet
DC= double crochet
TC= triple crochet

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Loopty Loo Necklace

Instructions:

By: Esther from Crafts by Starlight for Craftown
1.) Connect nine rings together in a line.
This easy necklace pattern is as fun to make as
it is to wear! You don’t have to be a master with
a crochet hook to whip up this project. It’s a
super simple idea with a big impact. Wear it any
time you’re feeling vibrant and playful!

2.) Take your DMC floss and 45 SC in first ring.
3.) Repeat step 2 until all nine rings are done.
Make sure to rotate colors.
4.) Take ribbon and attach to the first and last
rings. Make sure the length of the ribbon has
the ability to fit over your head.
5.) Make two bows and attach to the first and
last rings.
6.) Make sure all strings are hidden, and enjoy
your new necklace.
Materials:





nine 25mm steel split rings (key rings)
two different colors of DMC floss of
your choice
ribbon of your choice
1.8 crochet hook

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Pink Posy Bracelet

Instructions:

By: Esther from Crafts by Starlight for Craftown
Spring is in the air with this pretty floral crochet
pattern! Make this adorable bracelet for
yourself or your favorite flower child. Once you
get the hang of this pattern, create lots of little
blossom bracelets and go tripping through the
tulips with a wrist full of flowery flair.

Circle #1:
Base (Yellow): CH 6, SL to 1st CH made, CH 2,
turn.
Rnd 1: 20 DC in CH 6 sp, Tie off.

Circle #2:
Base: CH 6, SL to 1st CH made, CH 2, turn.
Rnd 1: 15 SC in CH 6 sps, SL to any 1 DC in Circle
#1, 1 DC in CH 6 sp, SL to next DC sp in Circle #1,
1 DC in CH 6 sp, SL to next DC in Circle #1, 3 DC
in Ch 6 sp, SL to 1st DC made, Tie off.

Circle #3
Base: Ch 6, SL to 1st CH made, CH 2, turn.

Materials:





size 30 thread (pink and yellow)
crochet hook, size: 1.5mm
jewelry clasps
clear nail polish

CH=Chain
SL = Slip Stitch
SC=Single Crochet
DC= Double Crochet
Prev=Previous

Rnd 1: 15 SC in CH 6 sps, SL to DC in opposite
side of prev. circle as to make a straight line, 1
DC in CH 6 sp, SL to next DC sp in prev Circle, 1
DC in CH 6 sp, SL to next DC in prev circle, 3 DC
in Ch 6 sp, SL to 1st DC made, Tie off.
Rep circle #3 until need length is obtained for
your bracelet.

Pick a middle circle to work around for the
flower.
Attach pink thread to that middle circle and do
the following: * CH 8, 1 SL, Rep from * around
the Circle, SL to 1st, tie off.

Take the jewelry clasps and attach to end of
bracelet. Instead of hiding the threads, I place
clear nail polish on the knots, let them dry, and
cut them. This hides the threads better for this
kind of project.

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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Thanks to everyone included in this eBook:
The Little Treasures

A Common Thread

Crafts by Starlight

Kayla K’s Thrifty Ways

Craftown

Featured in this eBook:
“Cute as a Button” Bracelet
Pineapple Pendant Necklace
Dainty Doily Earrings

Sign up for our free jewelry making newsletter and receive more collections, free jewelry projects, quick
tips, techniques, and more right in your inbox every week!

Find hundreds of free projects, tips, tutorials and more at www.AllFreeJewelryMaking.com.
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